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 Physical Activity in the Classroom 

Research shows that physical activity positively impacts cognitive skills, focus, and on-task 
classroom behavior.  In addition, students who are physically fit have been shown to have 
fewer discipline problems, stronger academic performance and better school attendance.  
Short bursts of physical activity several times a day or incorporated in academics is encouraged 
in the classroom.   
 

Refer to the EVSC Wellness Policy and Indiana Code 20-30-5-7.5 for additional information. 
Wellness Policy Guidelines:  “Withholding recess or other opportunities for physical activity from 
children as punishment for poor behavior is strongly discouraged.”   
 
Classroom Activity Challenges: 

Limited classroom space or no option of rearranging desks: 

 Have children stand behind desk. 

 Run around building on nice days. 

 Walk down hallways quietly with alternating high knees. 

 Set up four stations in each corner of the room with a different physical activity.  Groups of 
four.  Switch every minute. 

 
Time: 

 The amount of time it takes to calm/discipline “energetic” children is basically the amount of 
time it takes to have the children perform a burst of activity. 

 If several short activities seem like too much, vary the number and length of bursts. 
 
Student’s reluctance to participate: 

 Some individual students may be reluctant to participate due to lethargy, shyness, or feeling 
self-conscious. 

 Do not punish these students or bring undue attention to them.  Over time, they may become 
more involved in the bursts. 

 
Transitioning back to learning: 

 If the class takes a while to settle down, try these suggestions: 
o End with a silent activity. 
o End with a variation of “Simon Says” such as “Do as I’m doing, follow me; walk back to 

your seats slowly, follow me.” 
o Turn the lights down after the activity 
o Ask students to direct their attention to their breathing as they gradually slow down and 

catch their breath. 
 
Student boredom: 

 Vary the stretches and activities. 

 Have students take turns leading the activities. 

 Add music, or vary music. 
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Resolving Disputes - Rock, Paper, Scissors: 
Teaching students to resolve arguments with “Rock, Paper, Scissors” can reduce conflicts but the 
approach should be taught and reinforced in the entire school.  Rock breaks scissors; scissors cuts paper; 
and paper covers rock.    
 
 
Classroom Activity Suggestions: 
 

#1 – 10 is a Copyright 2007 “Your Therapy Source, Inc. “ 

 
1.  Secret Password:  Every day establish a secret password such as five jumping jacks, stand on 

one foot for five seconds, hop three times, etc.  Then establish when the student needs to use 
the secret password.  (After a drink of water, before receiving a hand out, entering the 
classroom, in between subjects, etc. 
 

2. Walking Worksheets:  Tape worksheets on wall, easel and chalkboard.  Students move from 
worksheet to worksheet and answer the different questions. 

 
3. Opposite Hunt:  Divide the class in half.  Half of the class will write a word on an index card.  The 

other half writes the definition.  Shuffle the cards and hand one card to each student.  The 
students must move around the classroom and match the word with the definition.  For younger 
students match up sight words, letter or numbers.   Try math problems and solutions. 
 

4. Pencil Jumps:  For a quick movement break in between lessons have each student place a pencil 
on the floor.  Jump over the pencil a designated number of times. 
 

5. Race in Place:  When reviewing material, have the students stand up and run in place by their 
desks.  On the teacher’s signal, student stops running in place, listens to question and writes 
down the answer on paper. 
 

6. Daily Rule:  Establish a new daily rule every day that includes physical activity.  (Example:  walk 
backwards to water fountain; tip toe to the bathroom; stretch before sitting in chair.)  See if you 
can catch the students forgetting the daily rule. 
 

7. Shredder:  Cut up worksheets in quarters.  Students can help scatter the worksheets around the 
floor face down.  On the teacher’s signal, the students can crawl around the floor, find the four 
quarters of the worksheet, complete the worksheet and give it to teacher. 
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8. Push Up Line Up:  When the students line up against the wall to leave the classroom, have each 
student face the wall and perform 10 wall push-ups.  After all pushups are completed the class 
can walk in the line. 
 

9. Mobile Math:  Divide the class in half to review math problems.  The students can stand at their 
desks (paper and pencil on desk.)  Call out a math problem such as 4 + 5 =.   One half the class 
jumps four times and the other half jumps five times.  Each student writes down the answer on 
paper.  Continue with other math problems.  Vary the movements.   
 

10. Q and A Stretching:  Provide students with paper at desk.  Students can stand or sit.  Ask a 
question and student writes down the answer (very large) on one sheet of paper.  Each student 
holds paper up, with two hands overhead to stretch.  Teacher checks answers.  Multiple choice 
questions work best. 

 
 

The following ideas and more in-depth information can be found courtesy of  
ABC for Fitness™   © 2006 David Katz, revised September 2008   

http://www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/ABCManual.pdf 
 

11. Stretch activities:   Hamstring stretch, quadriceps stretch, calves stretch, triceps stretch, upper 
back/shoulder stretch,  arm/shoulder stretch, neck  stretch,  hop scotch, bear walk, squat 
thrusts, lunges, squats, arm circles, star jumps, reach for the sky, wiggles – (fingers, wrists, 
forearms, elbows, shoulders, rib cage, hips) 
 

12. Aerobic activities:  Skipping, jogging, sliding, galloping, jumping in place, walking quickly, 
hopping on one foot, dancing to music, knee lifts, calf raisers, jumping jacks, crab crawl, sit-ups, 
march,  sports moves – (batting, swinging tennis racquet, golfing, jump shot, throwing ball, 
swimming, boxing, )  

 
13.  Alphabet Body Shapes:  Create a letter with their bodies or with a partner.   Ask for words that 

begin with that letter. 
 

14. Air Writing:  Call out a letter, number, word, or shape.  Student will draw that in the air with 
their hand, arm, leg, elbow, knee or any combination. 
 

15. Frozen Vocabulary or Spelling:  Call out an exercise (jumping, jogging, marching, hopping, knee 
lifts) Students begin moving until you call out a spelling word.   Students stop moving.  They 
write down the spelling word.    

 
16.  Copy This (warm-up)   One or more people can be leaders, including the teacher and/or 

students.   Leader will create a series of movements that the class will mimic. 
 

http://www.davidkatzmd.com/docs/ABCManual.pdf
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17. Countdown (cool-down):  Count backwards from a certain number.  By the time the leader 
counts to one students are in a seated position. 
 

18. Job Mimic (warm-up, cool-down):  Name a profession and have students act like that profession.  
Examples:  fisherman, basketball player, dancer, boxer, etc. 
 

19. Slow Motion (cool-down):  The class may move around the room or remain in place, moving as 
slowly as possible.  Students over accentuate their movement. 
 

20. Tick Tock (warm-up, cool-down):  When you say “Tick Tock, it’s _____ o’clock, students perform 
that repetition of the chosen exercise.   Example:  “Tick Tock, it’s 4 o’clock” is 4 jumping jacks. 
 

21. Visualization (cool-down) Students close their eyes and imagine themselves in a relaxed state.  
You can give cues to help them relax. 

 
22. Watch Your Breath (cool-down) Ask the students to watch their breath.  It may help them quiet 

down and relax.  They don’t need to change their breathing pattern; instead they can pay 
attention to the flow of their breath as they inhale and exhale.   

 
23. ABC for Fitness:   

A is for arm circles  N is for now we bow 
B is for bounce   O is for open your arms 
C is for clap   P is for point to the ceiling 
D is for dance   Q is for quench your thirst 
E is for energize   R is for run 
F is for flap your arms  S is for skip 
G is for gallop   T is for twist 
H is for hop   U is for unite (hold hands) 
I is for inhale   V is for vanish 
J is for jumping jacks  W is for wiggle 
K is for kick   X is for eXtra energy! 
L is for lunge   Y is for yes I can (point to self) 
M is for march   Z is for Zumba or zip (your lips) 
 
 

24. Math Balance:   Balance until you have counted to a certain number.   2’s, 5’s, 10’s, etc. 
 

25. Feelings through Movement:    

 Happy – walk with a smile, head up, eyes open, shoulders back, nice arm swing 

 Sad – walk slow, slouched, dragging, frown on face, step heavy, less arm movement 

 Angry – running hard, fists clenched, grit teeth, frown on face, eyebrows together, 
stomp 

 Joyful – leap with a smile on face, relaxed arms and body spring, easy going 
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 Sneaky – tip toe quietly, flexed position of legs and arms, concentration 
 

 
26.  Students stand in pairs.  One partner leads and performs various kinds of movements (walking, 

marching, jumping in place, running in place, twisting, touching head, etc.) 
 

27. Roll two dice and perform an activity (hop on one foot, jog in place, etc.) for the number the 
dice added together indicates.    
 

28. Animal Moves:  Teacher states “move like a kangaroo” (zebra, giraffe, elephant, dog, cat, 
armadillo, lion, monkey, etc.) 
 

29. Directional movements:  Point to the left (right, front, behind), point your thumbs up (down, 
toward each other, away from each other, turn yourself clockwise (counterclockwise), bend 
down (backward, to the right, to the left). 
 

30. Simon Says:  Students stand beside their desks.   One student is selected to be Simon who gives 
a variety of commands (stand up, clap your hands, turn around, etc.) and may or may not 
precede a command with the words “Simon Says”. 
 

31. Mother May I?:  One student is selected to be “Mother” who gives a command (take three steps 
forward; take one hop to the right, etc.).   The student who is given the command must then ask 
permission:  “Mother may I take three steps forward?”   Mother may than grant permission:  
“Yes you may.” Or “no you may not.”     
 

32. Hokey Pokey:  You put your ______ in.  You put your _____ out.  You put your _____ in.   And 
you shake it all about.  You do the Hokey Pokey and you turn yourself around.  That’s what it’s 
all about.    (Body parts – right foot (leg, arm, hand), left foot (leg, arm, hand), head…) 
 

33. Rock, Paper, Scissors Jumping:  Explain the hierarchy:  Rock breaks scissors; scissors cuts paper; 
and paper covers rock.    

 Rock - Legs are together and arms are down at the sides in a squat.   

 Paper: - Legs are spread apart and to the sides.  Arms are also out to the sides.    

 Scissors - Legs are spread forward and backward with one arm forward and one arm is 
pointing backward.     

 Partners face it other.  They jump up and down six times.  On the sixth jump they move into 
position of Rock, Paper, and Scissors.   

 
34.  Isometric Exercises:   Standing or sitting at desks 

 Abdominal muscles – Sit straight against a backrest.  Hold the edges of the chair with your 
hands and pull the stomach in hard.   
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 Arms/Shoulders – Clasp fingers together in front of your chest.  Forearms should be parallel 
to the floor, with elbows out.  Pull against the fingers to force the elbows out.  Keep 
shoulders and chest back. 

 Legs – Sit with legs outstretched.  Right ankle over the left.  Press down with the right leg.  
Switch legs. 

 
35. JAM (Just-a Minute) School Program     jamschoolprogram.com    Physical activity and health 

education for the classroom.   JAM is a free wellness resource for schools.  JAM resources offer 
weekly one-minute exercise routines, more extensive routines and a monthly health newsletter. 
 

36.  Classroom Yoga     http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZeXuf7sOpzA 
 

37. Michigan Department of Education Brain Breaks:   provides physical activity lessons for K – 6 
classrooms.  Lesson menu is broken into specific content areas and other settings. 
 http://www.emc.cmich.edu/BrainBreaks/ 

 
38. National Association for Sport and PE   www.naspeinfo.org 

 

39.  Fuel Up to Play 60     http://school.fueluptoplay60.com/playbook/play.php?id=15812259 
Fuel Up 

 
40.  Active Academics   Provides practical ideas for integrating physical activity in K – 5 math, 

reading/language arts, health/nutrition, and physical education classes.    
www.activeacademics.org 
 

41. Take 10 “Healthier lifestyles 10 minutes at a time.”  Offers a searchable database of classroom-
based physical activity lessons for K – 5 
http://www.take10.net/ 

42. Activity bursts for the classroom.   Shows elementary schools how to restructure physical 
activity into multiple, brief episodes throughout the day without taking away valuable time for 
classroom instruction.   www.davidkatzmd.com/abcforfitness.aspx 
 

43. Energizers:  are classroom based physical activities for grades K – 8 that integrate physical 
activity with academic concepts.   www.ncpe4me.com/energizers.html 
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